25th Super Bock Super Rock
18 – 19 – 20 JULY
Meco Beach, Sesimbra – South of Lisbon, Portugal
New line-up announcement:

Cat Power
19 July, Super Bock Stage

Cat Power joins Charlotte Gainsbourg, Disclosure, Kaytranada,
FKJ, Superorganism, The 1975, Metronomy and Lana Del Rey on
Super Bock Super Rock's line-up for its 25th edition.
18-19-20 July
Herdade do Cabeço da Flauta, Meco - Sesimbra

On July 18, 19 and 20, the Festival with the most authentic music returns to Sesimbra
and Meco. With the beach just around the corner and a more informal atmosphere,
there’s one thing that always prevails: Music. The proof of that is the strong feminine
power that is present in this year’s line-up of Super Bock Super Rock. After announcing
Lana Del Rey and Charlotte Gainsbourg, we have the pleasure to reveal another
Woman that promises to sweep us off our feet: Cat Power.

CAT POWER
Charlyn Marie Marshall is Cat Power for the world - a world that has been listening to
her songs for over 20 years. Her father was a pianist focused on the blues and her
stepfather possessed an enviable record collection. These influences thrilled her into
beginning to write her own songs at an early age against the advice of her parents true music lovers who were conscious of the dangers of her passion… Her first public
presentation took place in a Brooklyn pub, sometime between 1992 and 1992, already
under the name of Cat Power. And from then on, one of the most interesting paths of
the last thirty years in indie music began to be traced. In those first years, she met
people like Liz Phair, Steve Shelley (Sonic Youth) and Tim Foljahn (Two Dollar Guitar)
who encouraged her to record her first songs and, consequently, her first albums:
"Dear Sir" (1995) and "Myra Lee" (1996), both recorded in just one day in New York,
already tell us a lot about Cat Power’s artistic personality. Her talent was clearer than
water and she soon received the invitation to sign with the label Matador and record

what would be her third album: “What Would the Community Think”. Cat Power’s
anxiety lead her to move to South Carolina and take a break from music. This hiatus
was only interrupted by a nightmare, a haunting dream that was also a sort of vision
for her following album. “Moon Pix”, recorded in 1998, appeared before her in a dream
and it became impossible for her to reject the call. Cat Power came back and the album
seemed more polished than all of the previous ones, a tendency that was confirmed in
the following albums, “You Are Free”, that features songs with Eddie Vedder and Dave
Grohl, and “The Greatest”, probably her most successful album thus far. Her anxiety
and unhappiness were ghosts that kept on hovering over Cat Power’s life and songs up
until “Sun”, released in 2012, the most luminous album of her career. Six years later,
Cat Power returned with “Wanderer”, recorded in 2018. This album is a kind of a
synthesis of all the previous ones, returning to the formulas she knows well, at the
same time that it begins a dialogue with what is being done nowadays. “Woman”, with
Lana Del Rey, is one of the fundamental tracks of the album. Interestingly, both will be
present in the next edition of Super Bock Super Rock, on July 18, at the Super Bock
Stage.
About Super Bock Super Rock:
Super Bock Super Rock presents a cohesive, consistent lineup on its 25th edition,
thought for good music lovers, always attentive to the trends of the moment, including
the big names and also presenting emerging talents, both Portuguese and
international.
Three days of Music in a relaxed atmosphere next to the Meco beach at a walking
distance from the Albufeira Lagoon.
A place known for its beaches and often associated with relaxing moments.
For its 25th edition, Super Bock Super Rock returns to the idyllic setting of Meco,
where some of the most memorable editions of its history have been held.
For this edition, Super Bock Super Rock offers free camping for the 3-day Pass holders
from the previous Wednesday [17 July] to Sunday [21 July] and the festival goers will
be able to enjoy a festival on a natural and green vegetation carpet.
There will also be free buses to the beach which will take the route between the
Festival and Meco Beach, in order to avoid the need to use own transportation by the
public who, having acquired the 3-days pass, will opt for the free camping of the
Festival.
Counting with the important partnership of Sesimbra Town Hall, Super Bock Super
Rock returns to the Herdade do Cabeço de Flauta, at Lagoa de Albufeira - Meco - Cabo
Espichel, an area with unique and breathtaking landscapes, including some of the
patrimonial, environmental and landscape values of the region, such as the Sanctuary
of Cape Espichel, dinosaurs footprints or Little Lagoon.

Having Super Bock Super Rock in this location is a way to show all the tourism potential
of this site, being a stimulus for local economy based on hotels, catering and adventure
activities linked to the sea and Serra da Arrábida.
The 25th edition of Super Bock Super Rock will be a great celebration! Of the
longevity of the Festival, and of what matters most, Music.
The second batch of tickets is on sale at Festicket, with the 3 day pass at the price of
110€ and the daily ticket at 58€.

New names to be soon revealed.

Already announced:
18 July
Super Bock Stage –Lana Del Rey, Cat Power, The 1975
EDP Stage - Metronomy
19 July
EDP Stage – Charlotte Gainsbourg, Kaytranada, FKJ
20 July
Super Bock – Disclosure DJ Set
EDP Stage – Superorganism

Ticket Information
Ticket prices:

Second batch of tickets on sale:
Full Pass – 110€
Daily Ticket – 58€
Where to Buy

Blueticket, Call Center informações e reservas 1820 (24 horas), ABEP, Bilheteiras da
Altice Arena, rede Pagaqui, FNAC e em bilheteira.fnac.pt, Worten, Phone House, ACP,
El Corte Inglês, Turismo de Lisboa, Festicket
Accommodation and Services:
Festicket

